
At the heart of all our clubs and workshops is the element of play - children
tinkering with new technologies, learning as they explore. Challenges are

introduced, focusing on core coding concepts and Computational Thinking skills,
the majority of which are open ended allowing for all abilities to engage and be

challenged.
 

Our workshops are developed bespoke to schools and teacher requirements,
taking into account the curriculum coverage required, prior learning of the

cohort, and cross-curricular opportunities.
 

A few examples of workshops we have ran are overleaf, but the technology
focus could include:

 
Digital Games Creator

Inventions with the BBC MicroBit and Makey Makey
Animation

Virtual and Augmented Reality Creation
3D Design & Printing

Robotics with Spheros or Ozobots
Electronics

 

CODING WORKSHOPS
FUN AND ENGAGING

Empowering our children with computational thinking



 

 

EXAMPLE WORKSHOPS
<Think> MicroBit Inventions

Coders design and sew e-T-shirts to create mood shirts and health indicators.
Bedroom 'Hack' - Coders program an item for their rooms - a light, anti-theft device, ...

In this workshop, Coders will use the BBC MicroBit to create a wearable device, learning the basics of
block coding, using the tangible outcome of the MicroBit.  After brainstorming, they will create their
own design brief before coding and testing their different creations, evaluation, debugging and
adapting their designs.
 
Indicative examples, cross curricular with D & T include:

 

Ozobot 'dance-off'
Sphero target bowling
Autonomous driving with the Mars Lander
BOLT contagion

Always a favourite workshop with our Coders, we use a variety of robotics including Sphero BOLTS,
Ozobots, and our INVENT Mars Landers. Focusing on blockly coding, children will learn algorithms and
sequencing, variables and conditional statements while solving fun and increasingly complex
challenges. Examples include:

 

<Think> Robotics

<Think> 3D Virtual Worlds
CoSpaces EDU is an amazingly powerful online platform where children become the creators of
Virtual Reality. Coders progress from creating animated virtual worlds, to using Blockly coding to
program games, animations and interactive information rooms using a variety of coding concepts
including variables and conditional statements.
 
We now also use CoSpaces EDU software for introducing Augmented Reality for children to code.
 

"Computational thinking will be a fundamental skill used by everyone in the
middle of the 21st Century. Just like reading, writing and arithmetic."
Jeanette Wing, 2011
 

 



 

 

EXAMPLE WORKSHOPS
Ozobots are amazingly powerful miniature robots that can be programmed using both Blockly coding
and also using drawn, coloured algorithms.  This makes them an ideal introduction for physical
computing for KS1 children as it allows a progression using a robot they can become familiar with.
 
Coders start controlling their Ozobots using drawn lines, exploring the potential and limitations of its
sensors. Coloured algorithms (either with stickers or pens) are introduced for children to solve logical
reasoning problems - escaping mazes, completing races and deciphering mystery codes!
 
Depending on the cohort, Coders can be introduced to simplified blockly coding, programming their
Ozobots from screens to complete more complex challenges. Lots of fun. Lots of challenge!
 

<Think> Ozobots

School Code-a-thon
noun informal

noun: codeathon; plural noun: codeathons
 

An event (also know as a code day, hackfest, or codefest) lasting one or more days, in
which a large number of people engage in collaborative computer programming.

 
Codeathons, or Coding Days, are a great way for whole schools, or year groups, to

engage in a variety of challenges designed to empower children to become
creative producers of digital content, rather than just passive consumers. 

 
From physical computing, to creating Binary Bracelets, Apps, friendship stairs using

the Makey Makey, ... the list goes on!
 

VISIT WWW.WETHINKBIG.CO.UK, OR OUR FACEBOOK PAGE
@WETHINKBIG.CO.UK, FOR MORE INFORMATION.


